Welcome to UNC Charlotte! We’re excited to have you on campus! Get your selfie sticks ready for an interactive photo scavenger hunt!

Find the spots on campus and post your pictures to Instagram!

Use #DigItForTheGram and tag @UNCCAdmissions in your photos.

### PHOTO SCAVENGER HUNT

**START**

**CATO HALL:**
The self made man statue represents carving your own character and future. Strike a pose with the self made man!

**ROBINSON HALL:**
In front of Robinson Hall, you’ll find a musical harp. What are its strings made of?

**APERTURE:**
This steel sculpture is mounted on a bearing, which can be rotated to present different views. What view can you capture?

**STUDENT ACTIVITY CENTER:**
The clock tower, an iconic symbol on this campus, is a hub for student activities and recreation. Snap your best angle with the clock tower!

**ATKINS LIBRARY:**
This is the tallest building on campus with 10 floors. This is where all our Niners go to study! Stop and pose on the stairs with your group!

**FUN WITH ECHOS:**
Look for the star on the path between Atkins and SAC. Stand in the center and yell, “Stake Your Claim!” Listen closely to hear an echo.

**THE 49ER MINER:**
The 49er miner is a symbol of the hard work and tenacity it took to build UNC Charlotte. This is a hot selfie spot on campus that you won’t want to miss. Grab a friend and start snappin!

**CATO TEACHING DISCOVERY MURAL:**
This architectural mural sculpted in brick presents images of the power of teaching. This unique area provides perfect photo ops for visitors!

**STUDENT UNION:**
Take a picture of your group on the front steps of the Student Union. Form a pick axe with your hand and say “Go Niners!”

**NOTE:** PLEASE DO NOT CLIMB THE SCULPTURES